
2021 Outerwear Collection

Proud to partner with these quality brands

herrm
BRM Dark Grey Clear



DWR coating Repreve outer
Fully taped short waterproof rain 
jacket with drop lining and stow 
away adjustable hood. Jacket has a 
one-way zipper and placket on inside 
with chin guard. Fold yoke design 
detail at front and back and slight tail 
hem at back of jacket. Reflective strip 
on inside of cuff that can be show 
when cuff is turned upwards Two 
hand pockets on outside and one 
zippered pocket on inside of jacket. 
Tentree branding on inside and 
outside of jacket and eco impact info 
printed inside lining.
stow away hood
recycled poly
inside pocket
5000 mm 
bead water 
natalon zipper
blue sign certified outer



Short lightweight eco Primaloft 
insulated jacket. Incredibly light and 
warm. Made with a durable water 
repellency coating that keeps out 
light rain and snow. Compact build-in 
pocketable design to stow away your 
jacket for easy carrying. Paneling at 
the front and back of the jacket 
creates a fitted look. Inner elastic at 
hem and cuffs make the hem and 
cuff more fitted to keep the cold 
outside.. Inside lining you can find 
information on eco impact. Tentree 
branding on inside and outside of 
jacket.



Primaloft
DWR
Short lightweight eco insulated bomber. 
Incredibly light and warm. Made with a 
durable water repellency coating that keeps 
out light rain and snow. Ribbed cuffs at 
sleeves, collar and body hem to keep the 
warmth inside. Inside lining you can find 
zipper pocket to stow away your phone or 
wallet and information on eco impact. Tentree 
branding on inside and outside of jacket.



Primaloft Short lightweight eco 
insulated Anorak. Incredibly light 
and warm. Made with a durable 
water repellency coating that keeps 
out light rain and snow. keep the 
warmth inside. Inside lining you can 
find zipper pocket to stow away your 
phone or wallet and information on 
eco impact. Tentree branding on 
inside and outside of jacket. This 
style also available in Black



Long eco fill puffer that keeps you warm on the coldest of days. 
Oversized Fit made with eco synthetic fill and recycled poly shell 
and lining. Jacket has a DWR to keep out light rain and snow. Jacket 
has a detachable and adjustable hood. Two-way zipper and side 
splits with snap closure for easy movement. Two zipper pockets 
that are lined and inner cuffs that are made of soft brushed poly.  
Inside lining you can find a zippered pocket to stow away your 
phone or wallet and information on eco impact
Tentree branding on inside and outside of jacket. Black contrast 
trims for all colorways.



Parka that keeps you warm on the coldest of days. 
Made with eco synthetic fill and recycled poly 
shell and lining. Parka has a DWR and water 
repellency of 10,000MM and critically taped 
seams to keep out rain and snow. Jacket has an 
attached adjustable hood and a two-way zipper 
for easy movement. Two-way access cargo 
pockets and zipper pocket behind placket. Inside 
lining you can find a large patch pocket to stow 
away your gloves or wallet and information on 
eco impact
Soft brushed poly for hand pocket lining and 
internal cuffs. Tentree branding on inside and 
outside of jacket. Black contrast trims for all 
colorways. This style is also available in black 



Biodegradable 
screw off buttons. Flocus Kapok
organic cotton liner
sheeting in sleeves
DWR / insulated 
Tonal plaid liner on Olive color & bolder plaid 
on the Foxtrot. Unisex style.



Mid length eco fill puffer that 
keeps you warm on the 
coldest of days. Made with 
eco synthetic fill and recycled 
poly shell and lining. Jacket 
has a DWR to keep out light 
rain and snow. Jacket has a 
detachable and adjustable 
hood. Two-way zipper and 
side splits with snap closure 
for easy movement. Two 
zipper pockets that are lined 
and inner cuffs that are made 
of soft brushed poly.  Inside 
lining you can find a zippered 
pocket to stow away your 
phone or wallet and 
information on eco impact
Tentree branding on inside 
and outside of jacket. Black 
contrast trims for all 
colorways. Unisex style



Fully taped rain jacket with 10,000 MM and DWR 
to keep you dry on rainy days. Jacket has an 
exposed YKK aquaguard zipper and an adjustable 
hood with glued brim .Jacket has two 
glued/clean finished zipper hand warmer 
pockets and 1 glued/clean finished zippered 
chest pocket. Inside lining you can find a 
zippered pocket to stow away your phone or 
wallet and information on eco impact.
Tentree branding on inside and outside of jacket.





Primaloft 
Lightweight eco insulated shirt jacket that is 
incredibly light and warm. Made with a durable 
water repellency coating that keeps out light rain 
and snow. Tentree word mark snap front closure, 
two hand warmer pockets and 2 chest pockets 
Inside the lining you can find information on eco 
impact. Tentree branding on inside and outside 
of jacket.



Short lightweight eco Primaloft 
insulated jacket. Incredibly light and 
warm. Made with a durable water 
repellency coating that keeps out 
light rain and snow. Compact build-
in pocketable design to stow away 
your jacket for easy carrying. 
Paneling at the front and back of 
the jacket creates a fitted look. 
Inner elastic at hem and cuffs make 
the hem and cuff more fitted to 
keep the cold outside.. Inside lining 
you can find information on eco 
impact. Tentree branding on inside 
and outside of jacket.



Parka that keeps you warm on the coldest of days. Made 
with eco synthetic fill and recycled poly shell and lining. 
Parka has a DWR and water repellency of 10,000MM and 
critically taped seams to keep out rain and snow. Jacket 
has an attached adjustable hood and a two-way zipper 
for easy movement. Two-way access cargo pockets and 
zipper pocket behind placket. Inside lining you can find a 
large patch pocket to stow away your gloves or wallet and 
information on eco impact
Soft brushed poly for hand pocket lining and internal 
cuffs. Tentree branding on inside and outside of jacket. 
Black contrast trims for all colorways. This style is also 
available in Navy
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